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GAME CONTENTS

12 Enemy Attack Cards

8 Hero Cards

22 Map Tiles

Skystones 

10 Meeples

1 Rulebook

2 Dice

1 Merchant Board 1 Adventure Board

60 Skill Point Cards 

15 Equipment Artifact Cards

31 Artifact Cards
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Soul Tokens

Skull TokensStatus Effect Tokens

32 Miniatures

HP Tokens

Enemy HP Tokens 6  Chapter Boxes

Health Potion Tokens
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Select a chapter and take out its Setting 
cards, Story cards, Enemy cards, and
Encounter tokens.

Place the Adventure board and Merchant 
board on the playing surface.

Place the Health Potion tokens, Skill Point 
cards, and Artifact cards on the Merchant 
board, and the Status Effect
tokens underneath it.

Shuffle the Enemy Attack cards and Enemy 
cards separately and place them face-down 
on the Adventure board.

Discard two face-down Enemy Attack cards to 
their discard area. 

Place the Story cards face-down on the 
Merchant board in ascending order (the Story 
card with the number 1 goes on top), then 
reveal the topmost one.  

Shuffle and place the Map tiles face-up on 
the playing surface as indicated by the Setting 
cards, also placing Encounter tokens on them 
as indicated. 

Give each player a Hero card of their choice, 
as well as its corresponding miniature, two 
meeples of a color they choose, and as many 
HP tokens as indicated on their Hero card.

Each player places one of their meeples on 
the Adventure board speed slot based on 
their hero's speed.

Exclusive for Campaign Mode

GAME SETUP ( 4 Players)
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Each player places their other meeple on the 
Merchant board friendship slot based on their 
hero's health. The meeple for the hero with 
the lowest health goes on the leftmost slot, 
the second lowest on the second leftmost, 
and so on. If two or more heroes have the 
same amount of health, determine their
meeples' order randomly.

Each player places their Hero miniature on 
one of the starting Map tile's circles. Only one 
miniature can be placed on each circle. If two 
or more players want the same circle, the 
player with the leftmost meeple on the
Merchant board has priority.

Give each player two Skystones randomly.

Shuffle the Skill Point cards deck, then deal 
each player ten Skill Point cards. 

Each player checks their Skill Point cards and 
chooses whether to keep them or to pay one 
6N\VWRQH�WR�GLVFDUG�WKHP��6KXIÀH�DOO�GLVFDUGHG�
cards with the remaining Skill Point cards, and 
deal each player who paid a Skystone ten new 
Skill Point cards. This can only be done once.

The standard version of Epic Seven Arise 
features four heroes distributed among the 
players. In a game with three players, one 
of the players may control two heroes. 

In a game with two players, each player 
may control two heroes. In a solo game, we
recommend playing with at least three
heroes. If you control more than one 
hero,they share the same deck of cards. 

If you encounters an effect during the game 
that requires discarding a card,it applies to 
all heroes you control.

1 - 3 Players Setup

Each player shuffles their Skill Point cards, 
places them as a face-down deck near their 
Hero card, and then draw five cards from it as 
a starting hand.

If playing the Campaign Mode, also do 
the following:

1.Shuffle the 15 Equipment Artifact cards and 
place them face-down nearby.

2.Give each player their Skill cards and
Artifact cards from the previous chapter.

3.Adjust each player's HP according to how 
the previous chapter ended.

4.Allow each player to buy items from the 
Merchant board before starting the game.
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Each chapter has its own unique events and objectives, which everyone should 
work together to complete. 
If that happens, however, only the individual player with the highest score is the 
ultimate winner. Therefore, in order to win, you have to spend your resources 
sparingly while ensuring that your team is strong enough to deal with the enemies.

2. Exploration Phase
Select a Map tile to spawn monsters

1. Story Card Reveal Phase
a. Reveal new Story card
b. Buy supplies 
    i. Purchase Health Potion tokens
 ii. Purchase Skill Point cards
 iii. Purchase Artifact cards

GAME FLOW OVERVIEW
3. Combat Phase
a. Battle
  i.Encounter mission
  ii.Contribution points
b. Distribute rewards 
c. Revive heroes
d. Update friendship order

4. Movement Phase
Move to the selected Map tile

The game is played over a series of rounds. Each round is divided into four phases:

GAME OBJECTIVE6



Reveal the next Story card if the conditions on the 
current Story card are met.

*SV�I\EQTPI��XLI�½VWX�7XSV]�GEVH�WXEXIW�XLEX�±7IEVGL�JSV�%VO]©�
;LIR�XLI�%VOEWYW�XSOIR�MW�JSYRH��IEGL�TPE]IV�VIGIMZIW���%VXM-
JEGX�GEVH��XLIR�VIZIEP�?7XSV]�GEVH��%A²��8LIVIJSVI��EJXIV�TPE]IVW�
XYVR�SZIV�XLI�½VWX�7XSV]�GEVH��XLI�WIGSRH�7XSV]�GEVH�[MPP�FI�
¾MTTIH�HYVMRK�XLMW�TLEWI�MR�XLI�RI\X�VSYRH�

If a Story card was revealed, players may then buy 
supplies from the Merchant board. In friendship order 
(left to right in the friendship slots), players take turns 
until no one wants to buy anything. On your turn, you 
can choose do one of the following:

i. Buy Health Potion tokens

Pay any number of Skystones to get that many Health 
Potion tokens, placing them beside your Hero card.

ii. Buy Skill Point cards

Pay one Skystone to draw three Skill Point cards 
from the Merchant board, examine them and choose 
RQH��3ODFH�WKH�FKRVHQ�FDUG�LQ�\RXU�GHFN�DQG�VKXIÀH�
it. Place the remaining two cards face-down on top 
of the other Skill Point cards on the Merchant board, 
ZLWKRXW�VKXIÀLQJ�LW�

iii. Buy Artifact cards

Pay two Skystones to draw three Artifact cards from 
the Merchant board, examine them and choose one. 
3ODFH�WKH�FKRVHQ�FDUG�LQ�\RXU�GHFN�DQG�VKXIÀH�LW��
Place the remaining two cards face-down on top of 
the other Artifact cards on the Merchant board,
ZLWKRXW�VKXIÀLQJ�LW�

iv. Pass

Don't buy anything.

• Can be used instantly when bought.

• Can be used during battles.

• Cannot be transferred to other players.

• When used, goes back to the Merchant dashboard.

GAME PHASES

1 STORY CARD REVEAL PHASE

Health Potion tokens can be used to heal full HP 
from anyone on the team, which is especially helpful 
for teams without a healer.

For games with 1-3 players, the cost for 
buying Health Potions, Skill Point cards, and 
Artifact cards doubles.
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As a group, select a Map tile adjacent to the tile the 
heroes are currently on. If the players cannot reach 
an agreement, the player highest in friendship order 
decides. 

If there are no monsters in the selected Map tile, 
draw an Enemy card and place the matching 
Monster miniatures on it. Place the corresponding 
Enemy HP tokens below their miniatures, pointing to 
the HP indicated by the Enemy card.

1SRWXIV�WTIIH�MW�WLS[R�SR�XLI�)RIQ]�GEVH�[MXL�QSRWXIV�
MGSRW��[LMPI�LIVS�WTIIH�MW�MRHMGEXIH�F]�XLI�QEXGLMRK�QIITPI�SR�
XLI�%HZIRXYVI�FSEVH� 

2 EXPLORATION PHASE

As a group, select a Map tile with monsters that is adjacent 
to the tile the heroes are currently on.If the players cannot 
reach an agreement, the player highest in friendship order 
decides.

Resolve a battle on the selected Map tile. 
Then, if there is still any Map tile with monsters adjacent to 
the tile the heroes are currently on, repeat the process of 
selecting a tile and resolving a battle on it until there are no 
more tiles to select.

Each battle consists of combatants (heroes and
enemies) taking turns in speed order, with the
highest speed going first.

If multiple combatants have the same speed,
heroes go before monsters, and boss monsters go 
before normal monsters.

If multiple combatants of the same type have the 
same speed, decide as a group who goes first. 
If the players cannot reach an agreement, the
player highest in friendship order decides.

3 COMBAT PHASE
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During your turn, you may activate one skill listed on 
your Hero card by playing Skill Point cards. Before 
or after activating your skill, you may use as many 
Health Potions and activate as many Artifact cards as 
you want.

All Skill Point cards played during a turn must be 
placed in your action area (below your Hero card), 
while Artifact cards are placed in different places 
depending on how they're used (further described in 
the Artifact Cards section). For each Skill Point card 
or Artifact card you play, draw a card from your deck. 
When playing a blue Skill Point card, draw an
additional card from it.

When your turn ends, gain as many Soul tokens as 
red Skill Point cards you have in your action area 
(you cannot have more than 10 Soul tokens). Then, 
VKXIÀH�DOO�WKH�6NLOO�3RLQW�FDUGV�LQ�WKH�\RXU�DFWLRQ�DUHD�
and in your hand back into your deck. Finally, draw 
¿YH�FDUGV�IURP�\RXU�GHFN�

Hero skills are listed on the Hero cards. To activate one 
of your Hero skills, play Skill Point cards as indicated 
below, and then resolve the skill's effect.

Skill 3:
3 Skill Point cards with the same number.

Skill 1:
2 Skill Point cards with the same number.

Skill 2:
3 Skill Point cards with sequential numbers.

HERO TURN

HERO SKILLS

Even if the skill did not damage the target, you can 
still receive bonuses from the Skill Point cards you've 
played.

When activating a skill, 
you can also perform a 
Dual Attack and a Soul 
Burn Effect.
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DUAL ATTACK 

You can use the other players' cards by performing a 
Dual Attack. Follow these steps:

1. Choose a player to assist you with the Dual Attack.

2. Give them Soul points according to your position in 
the friendship order:

SOUL BURN 

You can boost the effects of your skill by performing a 
Soul Burn.

1. Pay the cost indicated below your skill description. 
This cost will require discarding either Soul tokens 
or Skill Point cards of a given color. Discarded Skill 
Point cards are placed face-down in your action area, 
and do not provide blue or red card bonuses.

2. Resolve the Soul Burn effect.

ARTIFACT CARDS

Each Artifact card has unique effects, described on it. 

You can either play it as a Skill Point card (which 
goes to your action area, returning to your deck after 
your turn) or activate its effect (which goes to the Arti-
fact cards discard pile beside the Merchant board).

When used as a Skill Point card, it counts as both 
numbers in upper left and right corners. Artifact cards 
do not count as blue nor red.

3. Take a Skill Point card from that player's hand.

4. Play that card in that player’s action area. That card will 
count toward the requirements for activating your skill. If it 
is a blue card, both you and that player draw a card before 
your skill activation. If it is a red card, both you and that 
player gain a Soul token at the end of your turn.

%W�6EW�VEROW��RH�MR�XLI�JVMIRHWLMT�SVHIV��XLI]�QYWX�TE]�XLVII�WSYPW�XS�
ERSXLIV�TPE]IV�JSV�XLIQ�XS�EWWMWX�MR�E�(YEP�%XXEGO�

Ɣ��5DQN��� ±� ��6RXOV
Ɣ��5DQN��� ±� ��6RXOV
Ɣ��5DQN��� ±� ��6RXOV
Ɣ��5DQN��� ±� ��6RXOV
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DEALING DAMAGE 

When you deal damage to a monster, resolve the 
following steps:

1. Subtract the monster's armor from the damage 
you are dealing. If the damage comes from a magical 
attack, ignore the monster's armor.

2. If there is any damage left after subtracting the 
armor, reduce the Enemy HP token underneath its 
miniature by that amount.

3. If the monster's HP token indicates zero, it dies. 
Remove its miniature, its Enemy HP token, and all 
Status tokens on it from the Map tile. 
Then, earn Skystones as indicated by the Enemy 
card.

Rewards from monsters and bosses generally in-
FOXGH�6N\VWRQHV�LQ�VSHFL¿F�FRORUV�RU�6NLOO�3RLQW�FDUGV�

MONSTER TURN 

During a monster’s turn, its action is determined by 
dice and Enemy Attack cards. 

1. If the monster has more than one skill listed on its 
Enemy card, roll a die to determine which skill it will use.

2. If the skill requires a target, draw an Enemy
Attack card to determine which hero it will target.

The numbers on Enemy Attack cards correspond to 
the circles the Map tile the Heroes are on.
If the Enemy Attack card targets a circle with no hero, 
the attack misses.

Leave the drawn Enemy Attack card face-up on the 
Adventure board. They can be used to predict where 
future monster attacks will hit. When the Enemy
$WWDFN�GHFN�UXQV�RXW��FROOHFW�DQG�VKXIÀH�DOO�(QHP\
Attack cards (including the two face-down cards). 

3ODFH�WKH�QHZO\�VKXIÀHG�GHFN�IDFH�GRZQ�LQ�LWV�SODFH��
then take two cards from it and put them aside
face-down.

.YWX�EW�LIVSIW��IRIQ]�FSWW�WTIIH�MW�MRHMGEXIH�F]�E�FPEGO�QIITPI�SR�
XLI�%HZIRXYVI�FSEVH�
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RECEIVING DAMAGE 

When you receive damage from a monster, resolve the 
following steps:

1. Subtract your armor from the damage you are
receiving. If the damage comes from a magical attack, 
ignore your armor.

2. If there is any damage left after subtracting your armor, 
remove that number of HP tokens from your Hero card.

3. If you have no more HP tokens, you die. Remove all 
Status tokens from your hero and lay your miniature 
down, but leave it where it is, as it can be revived.

If your hero dies, you can immediately revive them by discarding all Skystones of the color you have the most of. 
If you have no Skystones or you don't want to spend them, you cannot revive during the battle phase. 
Instead, you will automatically revive when the battle ends (unless the game ends before then due to all heroes being 
dead).

When reviving, resolve these steps:

ƒ�'LVFDUG�DOO�6N\VWRQHV�RI�WKH�FRORU�\RX�KDYH�WKH�PRVW�RI��LI�UHYLYLQJ�GXULQJ�WKH�EDWWOH�SKDVH��

ƒ�'LVFDUG�DOO�$UWLIDFWV�LQ�\RXU�KDQG��DV�ZHOO�DV�DOO�+HDOWK�3RWLRQV�DQG�6RXO�WRNHQV�\RX�KDYH�

ƒ�$GG�+3�WRNHQV�WR�\RXU�+HUR�FDUG�XQWLO�LW�UHDFKHV�IXOO�KHDOWK�
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ENCOUNTER MISSION 

Encounter tokens contain side missions that players will 
encounter during battles. When players enter a battle, 
the Encounter token placed on the monster’s Map tile 
will be active.

Ɣ�:KHQ�D�EDWWOH�HQGV��UHZDUGV�ZLOO�EH�JLYHQ�WR�DOO�OLYLQJ�
heroes if the encounter mission is successful, while
punishments will be carried to the entire team if the
mission failed.

Ɣ�8QOHVV�RWKHUZLVH�VWDWHG��(QFRXQWHU�WRNHQV�PXVW�EH�
discarded after the battle in which they're resolved.

Ɣ�3XQLVKPHQWV�RIWHQ�LQYROYH�UHFHLYLQJ�6NXOO�WRNHQV��
Skull tokens are placed on the Adventure board.

Ɣ�6NXOOV�FDQ�DFWLYDWH�D�0DS�WLOH
V�VWDWXV�HIIHFW��ZKLFK�
affects all players immediately. The status effect might 
change according to the current Story card and number 
of skulls. Always check if the Status Effect tokens on the 
Map tiles need to be updated whenever the Story card 
or number of skulls changes.

Ɣ�7KH�QXPEHU�RI�VNXOOV�DOVR�DIIHFWV�WKH�GLI¿FXOW\�RI
¿JKWLQJ�ERVV�PRQVWHUV��7KH�VWDWXV�RI�WKH�ERVV�LV�VKRZQ�
on the Enemy cards under different numbers of skulls.

7KH�PRUH�VNXOOV�D�WHDP�KDV��WKH�PRUH�GLI¿FXOW�WKH�JDPH�
becomes. 
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STATUS 

6RPH�0DS�WLOH�RU�VNLOO�HIIHFWV�LQÀLFW�D�VWDWXV�RQ�WKHLU�
target. In order to keep track of this, place the matching 
Status Effect token on it.

Status effects expire when the target’s turn ends or 
when the battle ends. Here are the status effects 
included in this game:

FRIENDSHIP ORDER 

Friendship order is updated after every reward distri-
bution according to the following rules:

Ɣ�3OD\HUV�ZLWK�WKH�ORZHU�FXUUHQW�VFRUH�UDQN�KLJKHU�LQ�WKH�
friendship order.

Ɣ�,I�WZR�RU�PRUH�SOD\HUV�KDYH�WKH�VDPH�VFRUH��WKH�RQH�ZLWK�
the lowest current health ranks higher.

Ɣ�,I�WZR�RU�PRUH�SOD\HUV�KDYH�WKH�VDPH�VFRUH�DQG�KHDOWK��
determine their order randomly.

Your score is determined by the following:

Ɣ�(DFK�6N\VWRQH�\RX�KDYH�FRXQWV�DV���SRLQW�

Ɣ�(DFK�VHW�RI�6N\VWRQHV�ZLWK�WKUHH�GLIIHUHQW�FRORUV�\RX�
have counts as 3 additional points.

*SV�I\EQTPI��-J�]SY�LEZI���[LMXI����FPEGO��ERH���KVIIR�7O]WXSRIW��
]SYV�GYVVIRX�WGSVI�MW�����������JSV�IEGL�7O]WXSRI��TPYW�����JSV�X[S�
WIXW�[MXL�SRI�SJ�IEGL�GSPSV�

Players and monsters are affected by the status 
effects of the Map tile they are standing on during 
battle. White Status Effect tokens on Map tiles only 
affect monsters. Black Status Effect tokens on Map 
tiles only affect players.

%PP�LIVSIW��WTIIHW�HIGVIEWI�F]���[LMPI�XLI]�WXERH�SR�E�1ET�
XMPI�[MXL�E�FPEGO�(IGVIEWI�7TIIH�WXEXYW�IJJIGX�� 
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DECREASE SPEED  - Reduce
target's speed by 1

INCREASE ARMOR  - + 1 armor 
(monsters) 

INCREASE DMG  -  + 1 damage 
(monsters) 

 Unable to heal for a turn

RED / YELLOW SIGN  - Indicate 
on certain Map tiles that special rules 
apply, as shown on the Setting card

LOSE 2 SOULS  - Affected player 
deals 2 Soul tokens

STUN - Target is unable to perform 
any action in this turn

SILENCE - Target cannot use any 
Soul Burn on their skill



PLAYING THE CAMPAIGN MODE: 

If the players chose to play the Campaign Mode, they 
may have the chance to get bonus rewards when the 
chapter ends, which gives an edge when playing the 
next chapter.

Players can purchase a number of free Equipment 
Artifact cards or Skill Point cards according to the
instructions. (Note: This procedure is same as the 
one listed in [p.7 iii. Buy Artifact cards] but skipping 
the part of paying Skystones. 

Some Artifact cards are called "Equipment Artifact 
cards." These cards are only used in the Campaign 
Mode. When a player triggers the unique effect of 
an  Equipment Artifact card, the effect will then stick 
to the player’s hero. For the rest of that battle, the 
unique feature can be used repeatedly. After the bat-
tle ends, this card is removed from the player’s hero 
and from the game.

There are 3 ways in which the game can end:

    1) If all heroes die during a battle, all players lose.
    
    2) If one or more story objectives become impossible   
        to complete, all players lose.
    
    3) If all the story objectives are completed, the      
        players add up their total points, and the player    
        with the highest total becomes the Grand
        Champion and wins!

As a group, select a Map tile adjacent to the tile the 
heroes are currently on.

If the players cannot reach an agreement, the player 
highest in friendship order decides. 

Then, in friendship order, each player moves to a
circle on the selected Map tile. Each circle on the 
Map tile can only hold one hero.

-X�MW�VIGSQQIRHIH�XLEX�LIVSIW�[MXL�LMKLIV�LIEPXL�ERH�EVQSV�
WXERH�SR�GMVGPIW�[MXL�QSVI�RYQFIVW��[LMGL�KMZIW�XLIQ�E�LMKLIV�
GLERGI�SJ�FIMRK�XEVKIXIH�ERH��XLYW��QEOIW�LIVSIW�[MXL�PIWW�
LIEPXL�KIX�XEVKIXIH�PIWW�SJXIR�

2SXI�XLEX�XLI�LIVSIW�GERRSX�WTPMX�YT�ERH�QSZI�XS�HMJJIVIRX�XMPIW�
EX�XLI�WEQI�XMQI���EPP�LIVSIW�QYWX�EP[E]W�QSZI�XS�XLI�WEQI�
1ET�XMPI�

4 MOVEMENT PHASE

5 GAME END
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20
MAGICAL ATTACK - Deal damage directly to the target

DECREASE SPEED  - Reduce combatant's speed by 1

HP - Temporary extra HP until the battle is over

SOUL - Accumulate Souls to boost skills or perform dual attacks

SHIELD - Prevent 1 damage from the enemy

BLUE SKILL POINT CARD - Discard a blue Skill Point card

TRUE DMG - Strike through armor for a direct hit

RED SKILL POINT CARD - Discard a red Skill Point card

INCREASE DMG - Add 1 dmg to your attack 

SKULL - Certain enemies become stronger when more skulls are   
                 collected during the game

INCREASE ARMOR/DMG  - Add 1 armor / dmg (monsters) 

UNHEALABLE - Unable to heal this turn

RED / YELLOW SIGN  - Indicate on certain Map tiles that
                                            special rules on the Setting card apply

STUN - Unable to perform any action this turn

SILENCE - Cannot use any Soul Burn on their skill this turn

ARTIFACT CARD - Each Artifact card has unique functions and 
                                            effects; can be obtained from the Merchant board
                                      or as a reward in Campaign Mode

SKILL CARD  - Players perform skills by playing Skill Point cards 

HEALING POTION  - Fully restores a hero’s HP

SKYSTONES - Rewards for defeating enemies; can be used to
                               buy items from the Merchant board or count as
                               victory points

ANY COLOR SKYSTONE - Players may choose any color of  
                                                  Skystone as their reward 


